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This year’s revised schedule doesn’t have many fans among
the students. Many say that the
new system is rife with issues,
especially problems surrounding
the lunch period and extended
class periods. In case you didn’t
know, the lunch time has been
shortened from 70 minutes to 40
minutes.
The main opinion circulating is that lunch periods are now
far too short for students to do
anything other than quickly eat
and then rush back to their classes, especially after they spend ten
minutes in line to get the food because lunch periods are no longer
split.
Apparently, the new schedule also interferes with the senior
high lunch period, and many of
them simply don’t have time to
get food outside school.
Another reason many are
unhappy about the changes is
the increase from 55 minute pe-
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riods to 68 minute class periods.
Of course, this should be taken
with a grain of salt as students are
bound to complain about longer
classes, but many valid points
have been made about this. For
example, some claim that teachers don’t even use the full period
and the ends of classes are often
full of busy work to kill time until
the bell rings.
But the longer periods
also take a toll on the time in between periods. The time in between classes has been decreased

For seniors, senior lunch is
a privilege. During senior lunch,
seniors are able to leave Jackson Prep every Friday during the
regular senior high lunch period
and attend the restaurant of their
choosing. However, the small
amount of time given for lunch
causes issues among seniors participating in senior lunch.
The average lunch period
at Jackson Prep is roughly 40 minutes. For students eating lunch in
the cafeteria, this time proposes
no issues. Contrastingly enough,
senior students participating in

which some students claim does
not give them time to get from
one end of the school to the other
if they have classes at the opposite
sides of school.
And while I’m sure that
many are glad that they have
gotten better at sprinting, most
probably don’t enjoy running like

a limited time to eat lunch that is
not realistic for dining out. This
gives seniors a limited amount of
choices for restaurants.
Often, some seniors have
stated, the only decent fast food
option available is the Flowood
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and more seniors pile into the
same available restaurant, the
line is more crowded and it takes
longer for students to get their
food, eat, and return to Jackson
Prep in a timely manner.
The time that students
leave to get their lunch proposes
another issue for seniors. Students often leave school at 12:20
p.m. and are expected to return
to Jackson Prep by 12:58 p.m. They
tween the school and Flowood
restaurants on Lakeland Drive.

Bloomberg CityLab states that,
“About 30 percent of a day’s delays occurs during the midday
hours, roughly 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.”
During rush hour, NST Attorneys
at Law states, “There is an increased level of chaos on the road
and the consequential, increased
likelihood of being involved in a
collision.” With these statististics,
being on the road during these
times is a relevant concern for
students to have.
However, there are precautions that the administration
of Jackson Prep can take to ensure the safety of their students
on the road and also ensure that
students are able to make sure
that they make the most of their
senior lunch.
Students should be able
to use their electronic devices
during their third period class to
order food ahead of time. This
way, students can drop by the
restaurant directly from Jackson
Prep, grab their lunch, and directly return to school to eat or eat at
the restaurant.
Another proposal is the
possibility of allowing students to
deliver their food directly to Jackson Prep. This would save students’ time and ensure that they
remain safe by not going on Lakeland Drive during rush hour. Students could also be let out of class
early (strictly during Fridays) so
they could get a head start on the

shouldn’t be allowed to dress how
they choose. If a mini-skirt and
thigh-high boots are liberating to
you or make you feel beautiful or
comfortable, go girl! Use this Halloween to dress how you choose
and don’t let anyone stop you. But
with all the pressure during the
season to be conventionally attractive, skinny, and scandalous,
it’s hard to not think about the
outliers. Many women don’t feel
comfortable constantly under
the watchful eye that comes with
dressing femininely. Plus-sized
and older women are constantly
shamed for wanting to be included in Halloween costume trends.

It’s tiring.
I understand the frustration from both sides of the aisle.
Women who want to perform the
beauty standard are shamed for
doing so, followed by the constant
threat that someone mistakes
their femininity for weakness.
Women who do not are constantly ridiculed for not wanting to
dress in a way that makes them
uncomfortable. Where is the
middle ground here?
The only frustrating solution is to dress for yourself. We
live in a society where no matter
how a woman dresses or performs her femininity, she will be

The regular schedule poses issues. Illustration by Riley Spivey

I’m sure we have all been
to a Halloween store and seen

by TriniTy Scalia
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With Halloween right around
the corner, it’s time we start
thinking about the most important part of the season, costumes!
This is the only time of year when
dressing weird and breaking social boundaries is encouraged.
You can be absolutely anything

women. Female costumes are
pretty much degrading and entirely focused on showing a lot
of skin. This epidemic can be
applied to almost every kind of
costume. Just do a quick Google
search for “male halloween costumes” then a followup search
for “female halloween costumes”.

goth, niche celebrity, zombie. The
possibilities are endless. Halloween is fun for this exact reason.
However, during this time, women are policed for what they wear.

should have access to high-quality Halloween costumes that allow
those who choose to do so dress
modestly, just like men.
That’s not to say women

Seniors are extremely appreciative of this privilege and
thank the administration immensely for allowing them this
opportunity. However, changes
are crucial for the students to

Seniors struggle to embrace their
senior lunch. Illustration by Anna
Cate Hays

shamed. Too much skin, too little skin, too long, too short, blah
blah blah. The mindless stream
of men looking for control is never-ending. As hard as it is, dress
in what makes you happy. If you
wanna be a cat, be a cat. If you
want to be a cat in a mini-skirt, be
a cat in a mini-skirt. Halloween is
so wonderful because it normalizes the breaking of boundaries.
Don’t let an unobtainable beauty
standard stop you from having
fun and feeling good about yourself. Happy Halloween!
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